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The effect of vitiation on trace pollutants from
domestic gas aPPliances
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ïhe effect of vit¡at¡on on the generation of carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxides from various types of domestic appliances has been

iir¿,.¿-Àrun,itatìvely. Specìalfeatures noted were the large increase in carbon monoxide generat¡on with higher levels of vitiation by

."ituln typ.r of appliances and the unusual conversion of nitrogen dioxide to nitric oxide in room env¡ronments

HzUãa

This short prac'tical paper describes what has been cott-

sirlered worth¡' of'attentìon in everyduy practice. Public'a-

tions ancl Conferences Comntitlee will welconte slrcrt,
prouical papers on other topics to consider for publication.

1. lntrocluction
Unflued gas appliances have for some time been

recognized as a sourçe of indoor pollution.r-5 They are

not unique in this regard and other sources,G particularly
kcrosine heaterss'7-10 and sidestream cigarette smoker'ó'11

have been investigated.
Concern about gas appliances seems to have centred

on cookersl,r'5,12 although, with the 'tightening' of
buildingsr,'r's'r0 as an energy conservatlon measure' some

emphasis h¿rs been placed on unflued (unvented) space

heaters.s'11
In this study tests were conducted on unflued space-

heaters, cooking ranges, sink heaters (water heaters) and

a gas refrigerator. lt lvas found that in all cases

rneãsurable quantities of pollutants (nitrogen oxides

andior carbon monoxide) were produced when the

appliance operated in fresh air.
When the air was allowed to vitiate (caused by partial

recirculation of combustion products, which results in a
decrease in the oxygen content and a corresponding
increase in the levels of nitrogen, carbon dioxide and

water vapour), it was found that the concentration of
carbon monoxide in the exit combustion gases increased

appreciably. In the case of water heaters large increases

in carbon nronoxide production occurred with higher
levels ol vitiation. These circumstances have rcsulted in
crses ol fatal poisoning in Western Australia and else-

rvhere. As noted in the attthors'previous paper,13

vitiation was found to have a profound effect on the

nature ol the nitrogen oxides produced by certain types

of appliances, changing it lrom a predominance ol nitric
oxide over nitrogen dioxide when the appliance operated
in lresh air to the reverse under highly vitiated conditions.

It was also found that the two principal oxides of
nitrogen behaved in an unexpected manner in the
vitiation test room, with the apparent formation of nitric
oxide lrom nitrogen dioxide on standing.
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+DepaitmenJ ol Nlechanical Engineering, University of Western
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2. Experimental
2.1. Gas appliances
2.1.1. Natural-gas-fired domestic radiant
(infra-red) heaters
Radiant heaters of the front-vented and top-vented type
were used. Typical results from one of each class are

reported in this paper. The relevant data for these two
heaters are presented in Table l. It may be noted that
the higher input per unit tile area and less circuitous path
of the exit gases in the case of the top-vented heater
results in much higher discharge temperatures.

A discussion on the mechanism of radiant burners can

be found in rel 14.

2.1 .2. Natural gas cooking ranges
The ranges used in these tests had the following burners:

2.1.2.1. Cooker A
(a) Top boiling burners of this appliance were not used

in these tests.
(å) Gritler-radiant type with a metal nresh burner of

l5 MJ/h maximttm setting.
(c) Oven-l1 MJ/h maximum setting.

2.1.2.2. Cooker B
(ø) Top boiting burners-two front oi 10.5 MJ/h each

and two back of 7.5 MJ/h each.
(á) Griller-radiant type (similar to cooker A) of

14 MJ/h maximum setting.
(c) Oven-13 MJ/h maximum setting'

2.1.3. Natural gas sink heater (water heater)
This was unlìued, typical ol the heaters used in llats.
Nominal thermal input ol 37.5 IUJ/h.

2.1.4. Liquef ied petroleum gas ref rigerator
This unit is typical of the type ol appliances used in
caravans and motor-homes. It had a thermal input of
approximatety 0.85 MJ/h.

l

2.2. Monitoring equipment an{ test facilities
In addition to the monitoring and testt lacilities described
in the authors' previous paper,ra a higher range cherni-
luminescence (for nitrogen oxides) and a second infra-red
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TABLE I Comparison of typical top-vented and front-vented unflued space-heaters

189

Exit gases
Discharge

Thermal input Burner loading temperature CO COo NO NO, Ratios x l0'
Heater type Fan setting MJ/h kW/m'3 'c (ppm) (%) (ppm) (ppm) NO/CO¡ NOr/COr
Front-vented On l8 125 È2OO 29 0.45 0.05 0.7 0.1 1.6

Front-vented Otr l8 t25 x20O 53 0.94 0.0s 1.4 0.05 1.5

analyser (for carbon oxides) were used. The second
CO/CO, analyser was a lower precision instrument and,
for this reason, results obtained with it are quoted to
less significant figures. An oxygen meter was also used.
As before,13 vitiation tests were conducted in a l9 mB
sealed room.

All concentrations are on a volume/volume basis and
the CO, CO, and oxygen concentrations are 'dry'.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Space-heaters
In a previous publication,ls it was shown that the nitrogen
oxides (NO") generated by a convective space-heater
consisted largely of nitric oxide (NO), while radiant
space-heaters generated mostly nitrogen dioxide (NOJ.
These results are essentially similar to those of Leaderer8
and Traynor et alï lor kerosine heaters.

3.1 .1 . Radiant heaters
Table I summarizes the results of operating typical
front-vented and top-vented radiant heaters in fresh air
at nominal gassing rates. It is seen that the proportion of
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NO" present as NO is higher in the top-vented design.
In the front-vented design, the NO, is seen to be almost
entirely NOr. These results appear to be consistent with
the view that cooler flameÇ such as occur in radiant
heaters,1a,15 especially front-vented designs, are conducive
to the generation of hydroperoxyl radicu6re,rz 1¡u¡
oxidize much of the NO to NOr.

The effects of gas input rates above and below
nominal on the top-vented heater are shown in Fig. l.
It is seen that a decrease in the NO,/CO, ratio occurred
with increased thermal input. (This decrease was the net
result of a small increase in the NO/CO, ratio and a
large decrease in the NOriCO, ratio.) A decrease in the
NO, generation with increasing thermal input is the
opposite of what might be expected if all the NO" was
formed by the highly temperature-sensitive Zeldovich
mechanismrs,rs,rs and suggests that the main route of
NO, formation in radiant heaters is the much less tem-
perature-sensitive prompt mechanism.20'21,2¿ Leaderers
has reported relatively greater rates of NO" (mainly
NOr) lormation at lower settings with radiant kerosine
heaters.

Table 2 shows the results of running the front-vented
heater in the vitiation room. The result for the top-
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TABLE 2 Front-vented radiant space-heater (18 MJ/h)
Heater ran to extinction in vitiation room. Room left sealed and atmosphere monitored for approximately 24 hours

Exit gases Room atmosphereTime from
ignition NO NO, CO CO, Ratios x l0{ NO NOn CO COn Ratios x t0{
(min) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (%) NO/CO, (pom) (opm) (oom) (y^l NO/CO" NO"/CO'

l5 0.11 1.75 105 1.33 0.08 1.3

20 0.t0 0.74 61 0.93 0.l l 0.80

25 0. r 5 2.40 142 I .90 0.08 t.3
30 o.tz l.l5 82 t.23 0.10 0.93

_35 0.t6 2.75 175 228 0.07 t.2
40 0.16 I .65 t14 I .65 0. 10 1.00

45 0.19 3.15 234 2.72 0.07 1.2

50 0.20 2.o7 155 2.lO 0.10 0.99

55 o.2t 3.45 320 3.17 0.07 l.l
60 0.21 2.60 213 2.52 0.08 1.03

65 0.23 3.75 462 3.59 0.06 1.0

70 0.24 2.85 286 2.95 0,08 o.91

75 0.25 3.95 1000 3.96 0.06 1.0

80 0.26 3. t 5 440 3.3'7 0.08 0.93

85 0.35 4.00 1610 4.16 0.08 t.0
Heater self extingu¡shed

90 0.27 3.20 630 3.54 0.08 0.90

150 0.38 2.20 560 3.19 0.12 0.69

195 0.46 I .6 I 560 3.12 0. l 5 0.52

265 0.61 1.08 5s0 3.09 0.20 0.35

300 0.64 0.90 540 3.06 0.21 0.29

-t.t0 0.66 0.74 s30 3.O2 0.22 0,25

630 0.82 0.10 550 2.96 0.28 0.03

645 0.83 0.1 I 550 2.96 0.28 0.04

r 260 0.82 0.0 5 l0 2.6J 0.31 0.0

1275 0.82 0.0 510 2.63 0.31 0.0

I 190 0.82 0.0 500 2.59 0.32 0.0

I 150 0.76 0.0 480 2.52 0.30 0.0

1 180 0.74 0.0 480 2.48 0.30 0.0

l4 t0 0.73 0.0 460 2.45 0.30 0.0

l,H0 0.70 0.0 460 2.44 0.29 0.0

1470 0.70 0.0 450 2.41 0.29 0.0
1.f90 0.69 0.0 450 2.40 0.29 0.0

I 520 0.68 0.0 440 2.38 0.29 0.0

vented model is given in Table 3. It is seen that NO
accounted lor a higher proportion olthe NO, throughout
the test with this heater than it did with the flront-vented
design. It is also evident that the relative proþortion of
the NO, produced as NO by the top-vented heater lell
as the level ol vitiation increased. This change was,
horvever, much smaller than the transition from mostly
NO to mostly NO, which was observed when a con-
vective heater operated under conditions of increasing
vitiation.rs It appears that the top-vented radiant heater,
which operates at a higher tempel'ature than the lront-
vented model, performs in a manner that is intermediate
between those of the front-vented and convective heaters.

A surprising aspect which is shown in Table 2 is that
after the heater extinguished itself(and the gas was turned
off), the NO" concentration lell rapidly (by an almost
exactly first order process) while the NO/CO, ratio rose
by a lactor of four. This result, which is also shown
graphically in Fig. 2, represents a reversal o[ the widely
accepted oxidation of NO to NOr. This effect has been
reproduced many times (on some occasions with different

analytical instruments) in the vitiation room and another
room, in which an unflued space-heater is installed.
Generally, after extinction the NO/CO, ratio was lound
to increase until the NO, had all been consumed and then
to lall away very slowlv. Wade et a/r found NO to be far
more stable in a domestic room situation than NO, but
did not report the formation ol NO from NOr. This
effect (conversion of, NO, to NO) was also found to occur
in the vitiation room when the NO, was injected as a
2l4NOz in a N, mixture (as distinct lrom being produced
by an operating space-heater). All tests involving NO,
were conductcd in rooms in which unflued heaters had
been used at some lormer time.

fn general, unflued radiant space-heaters were found
to be significant sources of NOr, which is in agreement
with the findings of Palmes et al.x As noted by Ryan
el al,ro in discussing kerosine heaters, gas stoves are
incorrectly considered the major indoor source of NOr.
In fact, kerosine and unflued gas heaters usually run for
longer periods and NO, exposure from such a source can
easily exceed that from a gas stove.
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TABLE 3 Top-vented radiant unflued space-heater (11 MJ/h); ran to extinction in vitidtion room

r9l

Time from
ignition

Exit gases Room atmosphere

NO NO" CO COr Ratios x lOa NO NO, CO CO, Ratlos x lü
(ppm)

5 0.37 0.30 l0 0.18 2.1 1.7

0.75 0.88 30 0 6 1.3 1.5 0.43 0.44 20 0.30 1.4 1.5l0
40 0.82 1.89 40 1.5 0.55 1.3 0.57 1.10 30 l.l5 0.50 0.90

50 0.78 1.40 40 l.55 0.50 0.90

55 0.96 t ,82 40 1 .9 0.5 1 1.3

60 0.85 1.54 40 1.70 0.50 0.91

70 I . t 5 l 98 50 2.5 0.46 0.79 0.99 1.75 40 1.95 0.51 0.90

95 1.53 2.62 60 1.2 0.48 0.82 1.26 2.39 60 12.50 0.50 0.96

120 t.7 t 3.56 100 3.6 0.48 0.99 l.5l 3.00 70 ,3.15 0.48 0.9s

150 t.'16 3.74 100 ' 4.10 0.43 0.91

155 1.72 3.95 I l0 4.35 0.¿10 0.91

Heater self extinguished

From Tables 2 and 3 it is seen that, for both the top-
and front-vented heaters, the carbon monoxide to carbon
dioxide ratio (CO/COr) in the exit gases increased appre-
ciably with increasing levels of vitiation (the measure of
the latter being the CO, content in the room atmosphere.2s)

The results indicate that the particular front-vented
heater was mote susceptible to CO generation under
vitiation conditions than the top-vented model' However,
no general conclusion concerning CO production by the
two types of heaters is made, as the front-vented unit was

oF an older desi-en. Whiìe the time-integrated concentra-
tions reached were not likely to be lethalzr to a healthy
individual, they lvere iu excess of what is considered by
sorne authors0,? to be acceptable in a domestic situation.

In the authors' test series, high levels of CO resulted
only with extreme levels of vitiation, However, concern
about the salety o1 unflued heaters (CO generation and
oxygen deplet on) resulted in an attempt to have them

banned in the United States.25 At least sixty-five deaths
were attributed to this type of appliance in the USA over
a five-year period.25 The proposal was, however, later
withdrawn.2B

3.1 .2. Convective space-heaters
The results of tests on this type of heater can be found in
the authors' previous paper.l3 It was lound that these
tended to produce more NO, than radiant heaters and
the NO, was mostly NO in fresh air operation. Under
conditions ol increasing vitiation, honever, a progressive
transition from NO to NOr generation occurred.l3

Testing with a recent model convective heater gave a
NOr/NO ratio of 0. l9 when operating in fresh air, which
supported the previous fìndings.13

(conlinued on
p 192)
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TABLE 4 Effect on combustion products of operating both front burners of cooker B in vitiation room (burners
were unloaded; exit gases sampled from collection hood)

Time from
igrition

Exit gases Room atmosphere

NO NO, CO CO, Ratios x 10{ NO NO, CO CO,
(min) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (%) NO/CO, NO,/CO, CO/CO, (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (%,

5 7.9 2.3 x2O 1.65 4.8 t.4 È10 1.9 1.3 r0 0.45

l0 9.2 1.4 =103.1 x20 2.15 4.3

l5 l0.o 4.3 x20 2.4 4.2 1.8 È10

20 10.3 3.8 1.8 ¡104.9 x2O 2.7 6.2 3.7 20 1.65

25 10.4 5.3 30 3.0 3.5 1.8 l0
30 9.4 6.1 40 3.2 2.9 1.9 l3 6.8 ,k8 20 2.75

35 8.0 7.2 80 3.5 2.3 2.1 2f

40 5.4 9.0 t00 3.8 1.4 2.4 26 7.5 6.0 s0 2.75

15 1.8 ll.2 320 4.0 0.45 5.5 7.6 80 3.02.8 80

50 t.2 lt.2 560 4.1 0.29 3.6 9.1 zto 3.352.7 140

TABLE 5 Operation of radiant grillers in fresh air

Time from Exit gases

ignition NO NO, co Cot Ratios x l0l
Stove Setting (min) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (%) NO/CO, NOr/CO, CO/CO,

A
A
A
A

A
A
A
A

B

B

High l5 0.37

H 20 0.40 1.46

3.2. Cookers
3.2.1. Boiling burners
Tests obtained with boiling burners were in general con-
sistent with the following principles:

L Unloaded burners (free-standing flames) favour the
generation of NO, rather than NO, and low levels
of CO.

2. Loaded burners (with a pot containing water, for
example) favour the generation ofl relatively greater
proportions of NOr antJ CO.

3. Vitiated conditions also favour relatively greater
proportions ol NOr and CO.

These results are consistent with investigations carr¡ed
out using an experimental burner and heat exchanger.z?

A transition, from NO, composed mainly of NO to
mostly NOr, was flound to occur when boiling burners
were allowed to operate under conditions ol progressively
increasing vitiation. This result, which is similar to that
found with convective space-heaters,rs is given in Table 4.

The CO is also seen to increase with the onset ol higher
lc'vels oI vitiation.

Further rvork is to be conducted on pollutant genera-
tion by boiling burners under different sets of conditions.

20

3.3 3 0.48 l9
3.60 0.51 l9
3.50 0.57 16

2.62 4.2 o.l2
2.92 4.3 0.20

2.70 4.O 0. r9

2.44 3.8 0.t9

o.23 70

1.27 1.35 o.2l
t.44 80

80

1.25 0.30 l5

l.l0 0.36 .33

3.2.2. Radiant griller
a NO, which is
on low setting.
showed radiant

3.2.3. Ovens
Tables 6 and 7 show the results of running cooker ovens
in lresh air and in vitiation conditions respectively. It is
seen lrom Table 6 that lower oven flames tended to favour
higher NOr/NO ratios. Similarly. Table 7 shows that
higher levels ol vitiation also resultrin higher NOr/NO
ratr os.

3.3. Gas refrigerators j

Only one appliance was tested. This was a liqueñed

space-heaters to produce large prbportions ol NOr.
Although the structure of the Schw¿ink burners used in
space-heaters is different from mo$t types of radiant
grillers, both types emit a considerabile proportion of the
available energy as radiation and so give rise to cooler
flame gases. lt is therefore not surprising that these com-
parable combustion processes result in similar types of
NO" emissions.

High
H
High

Low
Low

Low
Low

High

H

5

5

l0
l5
20

r.92

2.29

2.47

2.87

0._s0

0.85

0.77

o.73
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TABLE 6 Cooker ovens operating in fresh air

t93

Time for
ignition

Exit gases

NO NO, co CO, Ratios x l0l
Cooker

Thermostat
setting (min) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (%) NO/CO¡ NO,/CO, CO/CO!

A High 5 6.57 3.30 200 3.0 2.2 l.l0 67

A High 7,67 3.20 ll0 2.6 3.0 1.2 42t0
A Hieh l5 7.65 2.61 60 2.3 3.3 l.l 26

A High 20 7.62 2.O5 40 1.8 4.2 l.l 22

B High 5 7.92 6.80 <20 2.45 3.2 2.8

B High l0 6.92 5 .80 <20 2.00 3.4 2.9

B High l5 5. t0 3.61 <20 1.32 3.9 2.7

B High 20 4.9'l 3.61 <20 t.20 4.1 3.0

B High 25 4.45 3.33 <20 l.l0 4.1 3.0

CO levels

low for
cooker BB Low 30 o.92 2.36 <20 0.32 2.9 7.4

B Low 35 0.86 3.3 3 <20 0.32 2.1 10.4

B Low 40 t.2t 3.01 <20 o.32 3.8 9.4

B Low 45 1.64 3.04 <20 0.50 3.3 6.1

TABLE 7 Cooker B oven operating under conditions of vitiation

Exit gases Room atmosphereTime from
isnition NO NO" co co" Ratios x 104 NO NO" CO COn Ratios x l0{
(min) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (%) No/co, No,/Co, (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (%) No/co, No,/co,

15 3.04 2.14 x20 1.32 2.3 1.6

35 3.17 2.29 xz} 1.60 2.O 1.4

55 3.40 2.66 x20 1.92 1.7 1.4

75 3.65 3,03 x20 2.22 1.6 1.4

95 3.89 3.63 30 2.ss 1.5 1.4 3.2 3.0 ZO 2.0 L6 1.5

I l5 3.90 4.8 8 30 2.88 1.4 1.7 3.2 4.3 20 2.2 t.5 2.O

t25 4.00 1.15 10 3.00 1.3 1.5 3.1 5. I 30 2.4 r .3 2.1

l.t5 i.80 6.29 40 3.30 1.2 1.9 3.4 4.9 l0 1..7 1.3 1.8

petroleuln gas unit which was the actual appliance in-
volved in a dual fatality by carbon monoxide poisoning
in a camper van.28

Unfortun¿rtely, only limited testing was possible with
the unit but it can be seen from Fig. 3 that the rate of
CO generation increased rapidly with vitiation. The test
was not carried out to flame extinction and it follows that
higher levels of CO may have resulted il the test had been
continued for a longer period.

No tests of nitrogen oxides gelleralion were carried out
on the ref igerator.

3.4. Sink (water) heaters
Since the introduction of natural gas to the Perth
metropolitan region in Western Australia in December
1971, there have been a number olcases of latal carbon
monoxidc poisoning involving unfluecl sink heaters and
this has led to a recent decision to ban them completely
in the State. Vitiation is believed to have been a major
factor in most of these fatalities.

Sink heaters are also reported to have been involved in
a number of latal CO poisonings in the Netherlands.{

Fig. 4 shows the effect ol vitiation on the CO genera-
tion ol several makes, models and modifìcations of sink
heaters. It is evident that vitiation results in a marked
increase in CO production in all cases.

Tables 8 and 9 show the results of running a sink
heater in liesh air and under conditions o[ vitiation,
respectively. It is evident that there was a large increase

in the generation of carbon monoxide in the latter case.
Vitiation also resulted in a considerable reduction of the
NO, while the NO, was little changed. Both the increase
in CO generation and reduction in NO appear to be
attributable to quenchingze'30 of gas phase reactions as a
result of flame impingement on the relatively cool heat
exchanger.

When a sink heater burner with the heat exchanger
removed (thus making it effectively into an unloaded
burner) was operated to extinction in the vitiation room,
the maximum CO/CO, ratio in the combustion gases was
only 69 x l0-{, as seen in Table 10, compared with
430 x l0-1 for the appliance rvith the heat exchanger
(see Table 9). A comparison of Tables 4 and l0 shows
that the unloaded cor:ker burners and the water heater
minus its heat exchanger performed in quite a similar
manner, under conditions of increasing vitiation.

From the rcsults presented; it is apparent that vitiation
contributes to carbon monoxide generation -in at least
two ways:

1. The reduced oxygen concentration (and accom-
panying increase in inerts) results in slower burning
at reduced temperature; this is a direct effect of
vitiation.

2. The increased flame length which results from the
slower burning of (l) allows incompletely reacted
gases to impinge on the relatively cool heat

(conlinued on
p 194')
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exchanger which largely quenches the CO burn.
This (indirect) effect generally appears to be ol
greater magnitude than the direct eflect ol( I ) above.

It is widely reportedt0,2e'3r-3r that. in hydrocarbon
combustion. all reactions other than CO oxidation are
essentially'complete immediately downstream lrom the
flame front, producing 68\ ol the total lreat relcase in
the case of n-rethane.sr Numerous equations h¿rve been
advancedrs'r0'3r'32 to describe the kinetics olthe CO burn,
which produces the remainder of the heat.

An attempt to cluantify the relationship between CO
generation and vitiation with one particular type of
heater was partially successful in quantitative terms using
the CO oxidation equations ol Harris et ul.r5 The semi-
empirical equations were formulated to describe the
carbon monoxide oxidation in the after-flame relatively
far downstream from the flame front. Attempts to utilize

0

equations derived from reaction data taken close to the
fìame lront3r'32 invariably gave oxidation rates which
were lar greater than observed (sometimes by orders of

(t:ontinuecl on
p t96)

TABLE 8 Unflued sinl< heater operating in fresh air

Time from icnition Exit gases

NO NO" CO CO,
(min) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (%')

5 36.7 8.0 150 't.6

l0 36.9 7.3 Il0 't.2

l5 36.2 8.5 il0 6.8

20 3ó. I 8.0 120 6.6

25 35.6 8.1 120 6.5

0

012)156'lE
TIME ( HOURS )

FIG. 3 Camper ran almospltere with relrigerolor allowed to operele untler condítiotts of vitiation

l0 36.3 8.2 llo 6.5
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FIG. 4 Comparisott ol vit¡ation behaviour of several types of sink heater

TABLE 9 Vitiation test on unflued sink heater

105

195

3.5 ¿.0

02

OJ
t¡Jclr
ñ1
k,
;Þ.()
ôoc
q,

2o
tr
VtloIo(J

=o
(J

Eêê

-þ HEATER a INATURAI oAsl

O HEATER B I RICII 6A5 I

I HEATER B (NATURAL OASI

f HEATER C I NATURAL CASI

. HEATER O lRlCl-l 6A5l

NATURAL GAS l'lv 37'5MJ/m3

RICH GAS (1'OMJ/m3

B

B

c
D o

f

f

x

lntake air Exit gases

co. Ratios x l0{ RatloTime from
ignition co" NO NO, co

NO/co, co/

5 18. I 't .'l

l0 0.5 33. I 8.5

t5 1.3 27.8 6.6

?o 1.7 22.t '1.2

25 Lt I 8.9 6.4 3t00

l0r 2.6 8.8 6.3 3000

Heater self extinguished

200

200

800

7.5

7.6

8.5

9.2

9.8
't.o

5.1

4.4

3.3

2.4

1.9

1.0

0.8

0.8

o.7

17

26

94

220

340

0.20

o.26

0.24

0.33

0.34
2000

rNote appreciable 'lifting' and escape of unburned hydrocarbon at 30-min reading.

1.3 0.9 .t30 0,72
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TABLE IO

BROMLY, BARNES, JOHNSTON AND LITTLE

vitiation test on unflued sink heater with heat exchanger removed

Time from
ignition

Intake air Exit sases

COt NO NO" co CO, Ratios x 10a Ratio
(%) NO/

5 0.2 34 43 rl0 4.4 7.7 0.98 -) 0.r3
l0 0.5 3l 54 :10 4.7 6.7 t.2 -a 0.17
t5 0.8 28 6.1 ã10 5.2 5.4 1.2 ña 0.22
:0 l.l 25 6.7 20 5.8 4.2 1.2 3.4 0.27
l5 1.6 l9 9.4 40 6.2 3.0 1.5 6.5 050
_30 2.2 9.3 t6 120 6.8 1.4 2.4 18:
j_r 2.75 3.8 l9 400 7.5 .51 2.5 53 5.0{) 3.5 4.8 l9 600 8.7 55 2.2 69 3.9
.13 Heater self extinguished

magnitude). Predictions based on such equations indicate
a much more rapid CO 'clean-up' than was actually
observed. This is explained by the quench¡ng of the CO
oxidation, which occurs as the gases cool downstream
from the flame front.so

4. Conclusion
Further evidence has been presented which shows that
radiant heaters and other cool burning combustors tend
to produce a NO., which comprises mostly NOr. The
NO" so produced was lbund to be much less stable in the
test room environment than the NO in the cases tested
and it appeared that up to one-quarter of the NO, was
converted to NO.

Vitiation was shown to give rise to CO generation,
especíally in appliances (notably sink heaters) where
1ìame inrpingement can occur.

The results emphasize the importance of maintaining
acceptable levels of ventilation wher.e gas appliances
(especiall;, unflued ones) are in use.
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